A review is given of experim ental investigations by the au th o r and his collaborators into m ethods of extracting binary features from images of the face and hands. T he aim of the research has been to enable d eaf people to com m unicate by sign language over the telephone network. O th er applications include m odel-based im age coding and facial-recognition systems. T he paper deals with the theoretical postulates underlying the successful experim ental extraction of facial features. T he basic philosophy has been to treat the face as an illum inated three-dim ensional object and to identify features from characteristics o f their Gaussian maps. It can be shown that in general a composite im age operator linked to a directional-illum ination estim ator is required to accom plish this, although the latter can often be om itted in practice.
INTRODUCTION
O ver the past decade the au th o r has been involved in experim ental investigations designed to extract binary representations of the face and hands from cam era images. The aim of this research has been to allow d eaf people to com m unicate over telephone lines by using sign language. A lthough the telephone network was designed to transm it voice signals, it can also carry d a ta at rates up to about 14.4 kbits s " 1; this is just sufficient to enable small moving images to be transm itted. In devising coding techniques to realize such very low bit rates, feature extraction in line draw ing form was used as a source coding operation to reduce the inform ation in the image.
In the course of these endeavours a good deal has been learnt about the economical representation of the face and hands; indeed, theoretical form ulations have been a key factor in the success of the project. In this paper the main findings that relate to facial processing will be reviewed, including recent generali zations of the theory which deal with the direction of illum ination and the role played by parabolic facial curves.
CODING IMAGES OF THE FACE AND HANDS INTO VERY LOW BIT RATES
Following earlier work with the Royal N ational Insti tute for the D eaf using broadband coaxial cable (Pearson & Sum ner 1976) , a study was m ade of the feasibility of coding moving images into telephone d ata rates (Pearson 1981) . T he results were encour aging and gave rise to research designed to simplify the visual representation of the face and hands. Initial attem pts to achieve this using edge detection resulted in some success but with a cluttered representation of internal facial features (Pearson & Six 1982; Pearson 1983) . In 1983 a new theory was form ulated in threedim ensional object space for identifying key features; when im plem ented it resulted in a startling im prove m ent in the economy and verisim ilitude of the repre sentations (Robinson & Pearson 1984; Pearson & R obinson 1985; Robinson 1985 Robinson , 1986 Pearson 1986 ). In 1984 two-way sign-language conversations were successfully conducted in the laboratory at a sim u lated rate of less than 10 kbits s-1 .
In 1986 collaboration with British Telecom L ab o ra tories com m enced in an attem p t to realize a practical system. By this time techniques for transm itting d ata over telephone lines had im proved and reliable fullduplex transmission at 14.4 kbits s-1 was possible. T he prototype system th at emerged (W hybray & H anna 1989) used videophone hardw are developed for another purpose; nevertheless, by the addition of interfram e coding the necessary d a ta rate was achieved. A successful two-way transmission over a public switched telephone connection was accom plished between the University of Essex at Colchester and British Telecom Laboratories at M artlesham on 6 F ebruary 1989, followed by the first-ever signlanguage conversation on 15 F ebruary 1989 between the home of a deaf couple at R ushm ere St. Andrew and the Suffolk D eaf Association in Ipswich. T he prototype system has been in daily use ever since.
Im p o rtan t studies with a sim ilar aim have been conducted elsewhere in Europe, in the U.S.A. and in jap an (Sperling et a l . 1981 (Sperling et a l . , 1985 Letellier et al. 198 O no et al. 1985) . It is believed, however, th at the F ebruary 1989 transmissions were the first of their kind in the world. M ore recently a laboratory dem on stration has been achieved at BTL of sign-language com m unication by using small moving grey-level images, coded by hybrid interfram e techniques into
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14.4 kbits s 1 (W hybray 1991). Such developm ents hold promise of further intelligibility im provem ents in the 1990s.
OPERATORS FOR FACIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
T he theory responsible for the successful extraction of facial features and of the outlines of the hands utilizes m appings of three-dim ensional objects onto a G aus sian sphere. A com prehensive treatm ent of Gaussian m aps has been given by K oenderink (1990); the principle is that any elem ental surface area of a solid is m apped onto the Gaussian sphere according to the direction of its surface norm al. Curved surfaces like the nose or fingers generate large areas on the G aus sian sphere, whereas flat regions such as the forehead generate small areas.
As initially form ulated, the basic postulate of the theory was th at the im portant surfaces to delineate in a line draw ing or 'cartoon' are those which m ap to a small an n u lar region on the Gaussian sphere, bounded on the outside by a great circle whose centre corres ponds to the viewing direction (figure 1). We shall call this region the feature region or f-region. T he postu late can be equivalently stated in other ways, for example, th at such surfaces have a surface norm al which is nearly perpendicular to a straight line draw n from the eye or cam era, or that they are grazed by this straight line, or that they lie close to w hat K oenderink calls the rim (Pearson & Robinson 1985; Pearson et al. 1990) . Note that the rim maps onto the great circle. T he postulate on im portant facial surfaces was a purely intuitive one, based on inspection of the line drawings of artists as well as personal observation of faces and hands.
T o use the postulate for feature extraction with digital images, it has to be translated into a series of annulus (f-region) defining surfaces in postulate great circle direction of observation point or camera
Gaussian map of vertical line drawn on lower face over the chin to the neck operations in image space. Analysis showed th at under general conditions of frontal illum ination, m att objects of uniform reflectance seen against a sim ilar back ground gave rise to lum inance valleys at the surfaces specified by the postulate. L ater it was realized th at any valley detector with a finite region of support also has a response to large edges; in consequence the term 'valledge' detector was coined to describe the o pera tor. A further em bellishm ent was added in the form of black shading. It is noticeable how effective this is in artist-draw n representations (figure 2a) and it is easily produced electronically by a thresholding operation. At the time we introduced it we had no scientific explanation for its effectiveness, although we did note that it elim inated low -lum inance feature lines and therefore m ade the image easier to code. W ith the addition of thresholding the operator was three-com posite, that is with a response to three features in the image: valleys, large edges and dark areas. T h e use of this three-com posite operator on a grey-level image produces the representation shown in figure 2b. T he same grey-level image was used by the artist as a basis for draw ing figure 2a, so the two can be com pared for feature lines.
We have reported com parisons between artistdraw n and m achine-draw n cartoons in Pearson et al. (1990) . T heir rem arkable sim ilarity suggested a reason why a line draw ing can convey so m uch inform ation about a face, provided the lines are in the right place. This could be, we speculated, because early hum an vision m ight involve operations sim ilar to those we had used in the generation of our m achine-draw n cartoon. As we had established exper im entally th at a m achine cartoon of a m achine ca r toon was itself, we thought th at artists m ight uncons ciously put lines in certain positions on a piece of paper because those lines produced a sim ilar neural o utput in early hum an vision as did the original face.
In 1989 it was decided to disassemble the threecomposite operator to find out w hat parts of the face were being detected by the valledge and thresholding com ponents (Pearson & H a n n a 1989). This study showed th at the valledge com ponent was good at delineating the nose, cheeks and chin, while the thresholding operation worked well in bringing out dark hair, eyebrows and any bounding surfaces seen against shadow, such as the nostrils, interior of the m outh, or chin. T he valledge and thresholding o pera tions tended to com plem ent each other, this being particularly true in regions where the facial surface is complex, such as the eyes. M ore recently Bruce et (1991) have conducted an extensive study of the separate and com bined effects of the two operators in facial-recognition experim ents. T hey found th at recognition perform ance is superior if both the v al ledge and thresholding com ponents are used; with both com ponents, recognition was alm ost as good as with grey-level pictures.
In addition to their possible application in visual com m unication and in facial-recognition systems, binary extracted facial features are em ployed in m odel-based image coding to locate and track the head (Welsh 1991) . T here is com putational simplicity and consequently faster processing in using them instead of grey-level images. However, the results can depend critically on the operator used; too often an in ap p ro p riate choice is m ade by experim enters as a consequence of haste or a poor understanding of w hat the o p erator does. Bergen & Adelson (1988) have shown th at getting the operator right in modelling early vision can make more com plicated high-level explanations unnecessary.
THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE THREE-COMPOSITE OPERATOR
We now exam ine the conditions for success and failure of the three-com posite facial operator. In so doing no specific reference will be m ade to higher-order stages involved in facial processing; however, Bruce (1988) has noted the general utility of extracting threedim ensional shape primitives. O n the basis of the experim ental results reported in previous sections of this paper, it will be assumed that any early-vision operator which locates the rim of a three-dim ensional solid (more strictly its projection on the image plane) provides powerful though not necessarily complete inform ation about shape to the next-higher processing stage. T he question is: how does it do this under varying conditions of illum ination?
Consider the original postulate (figure 1) defining facial features. We note that an image-space operator can detect a feature i f and only i f the luminance gradient along a line crossing the feature is non-zero.
Im agine a vertical line draw n on the surface of a face as shown in figure 2a , starting at point A on the chin and ending at point C on the neck. T he Gaussian m ap of this line is shown in figure 1 . W hen the lower surface of the chin is reached at B, the surface norm al will have turned through nearly 90° and the f-region entered (except for people with flat chins). T he m ap of the line m ay subsequently disappear briefly onto the other side of the sphere if any part of the lower surface of the chin is occluded. It will reappear in reverse traverse back along the same path (figure 1) as the neck is reached. T hus there is doubling back or fold in the Gaussian m ap of the line.
If the facial illum ination is from above, the under side of the chin and the upper part of the neck may be in shadow. In this case there is a gradual dim inution in image lum inance as the line is tracked downwards, followed by a step-function drop into shadow, as shown in graph (i), figure 3. T he step-function drop could be picked up by an edge detector; equally, however, it could be located by a thresholding opera tion with an appropriate slicing level. W ith frontal illum ination and no under-chin shadow the lumi nance may rise again on the neck, producing a valley * at the f-region, as shown in graph (ii), figure 3. This will be located by a valley detector. Clearly therefore, the three-com posite operator has a sufficient ensemble of detectors to pick out the chin line in a variety of illum ination conditions. It is interesting that the artist who drew figure 2 a has used the equivalent of shading operator to outline the chin in one section (ABC) and a valley or edge operator in another (A 'B 'C '). He has also used shading with a sharp boundary to delin eateth eshapeoftheupperlipand theundersideofthe nose. Note th at a change of surface reflectance at the rim (as for exam ple when the chin is seen in profile against a darker or lighter background) also produces a lum inance step function (Pearson 1991) . Gaussianm ap representations are concerned with changes in surface norm al, but it should not be forgotten that there are also changes in surface reflectance and texture. Now consider a situation in which the illum ination comes from below the face, so th at the region under the chin is well illum inated. In this case it is possible th at the lum inance could gradually increase down the facial line, level off near the rim and not change m uch as the great circle is crossed, as in graph (iii), figure 3. Because there is no lum inance gradient across the facial feature, neither an edge detector nor a valley detector nor a thresholding operation could locate it in image space.
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WIDTH OF THE F-REGION AND PARABOLIC FACIAL CURVES
We now consider: (i) the occasional failures of the three-com posite operator, as noted above; (ii) that some object boundaries, under certain conditions of illum ination, produce im age features which are not included in the ensemble of the three-com posite operator, e.g. lum inance ridges (W att 1988); and (iii) that both hum an artist and three-com posite operator draw lines to represent certain facial features (e.g. the sides of the nose, smile lines above the m outh, wrinkles) where there is not strictly a rim.
T he im portance of the parabolic curve or line has been emphasized by the work of K oenderink (1982, 1990) . Parabolic curves divide synclastic surface regions, where the principal curvatures are of the same sign, from anticlastic regions, where they are of different signs; consequently at a parabolic curve one of the principal curvatures is zero.
T he theory is advanced in this paper th at only a subset of the parabolic curves on the face are of im portance for any given illum inant and viewing angle. In particular, we refer to strong parabolic curves where the zero principal curvature increases rapidly with distance on at least one side of the curve, and to weak parabolic curves where this is not so. Thus strong parabolic curves divide strongly curved surfaces from neighbouring surfaces whose Gaussian curvature is of a different sign. W eak parabolic curves delim it weakly curved bum ps, hollows or saddles. If a surface is strongly curved, then its lum inance tends to change rapidly with distance along the surface in certain directions; with weakly curved surfaces the changes tend to be slow.
To understand the im portance of parabolic facial curves we m ap surface lum inance onto the Gaussian sphere, on the assum ption th at this lum inance is determ ined prim arily by the direction of the surface norm al (this assum ption obviously fails at times because of effects such as m utual illum ination). The result is a reflectance m ap (H orn et al. 1989) . We have m ade a few m easurem ents of the reflectance m aps of surfaces such as paper and (with difficulty) of hum an skin, in typical office illum ination (Pearson 1990; Lee 1991) . Figure 4 shows an am algam ation of two sets of m easurem ents indicating very approxim ately the re flectance m ap for skin when the illum ination is {a) from a point in front of the face and ( from below the chin.
Superim posed on each reflectance m ap is a bold line which is the Gaussian m ap of the chin, as it might be represented in a line draw ing. Coincidentally, the m ap has a chin-like shape! T he head is assumed to be tilted back; this tilt causes all features on the face, including the chin line and the points A, B and C, to rotate upw ards on the Gaussian sphere. T he chin line is now a parabolic curve on the underside of the chin rath er than a rim. It can be seen in figure 4 th at the isolum inance curves run parallel to the chin line. Traversing the line ABC over the chin therefore produces both a fold in the m ap and a lum inance m inim um at B.
As the head is tilted further back, there comes a point when it is no longer ap p ro p riate to insert a chin line underneath the chin; ra th e r the up p er surface of the chin becomes m ore prom inent and finally, as the face disappears from view, it becomes necessary to represent the rim on the top side. This can be handled in the theory by adjustm ent of the w idth of the fregion; however, no experim ental evidence has as yet been gathered concerning its optim al w idth.
In figure 4 bt he illum ination source is below chin and the isolum inance contours cross the chin line nearly orthogonally, except at the point o f the chin (B), where they are m om entarily parallel. T raversing the line ABC now produces a lum inance m axim um at B. Such a situation requires the use of a ridge detector to extract the chin line.
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chin line with head tilted back Figure 4 . Approximate reflectance map for skin, showing isoluminance contours as a proportion of the peak luminance (LO). Also indicated is the map of line ABC with the head tilted back. In ( ) the illumination is directly in front of and in (. b) from below the face.
DISCUSSION: ILLUMINANT DIRECTION AND CHOICE OF OPERATOR
It is apparent that under certain (relatively uncom mon) conditions of illumination a ridge detector needs to be added to the armoury of a composite facial feature operator. This would make the existing threecomposite detector into a four-composite detector, with an ability to detect valleys, ridges, edges and dark areas. In practice this might comprise, for the reason previously given, 'valledge', 'ridgedge' and thresholding operations.
It would be inadequate, however, merely to detect these features in parallel. A mixture of lines represent ing ridges and valleys on the face gives rise to a confusing picture (Haralick 1983) . A four-composite detector would need to be linked to an illuminantdirection sensor and adaptively adjust its relative sensitivity to valleys and ridges. To appreciate this, consider figure 5, which portrays some hypothetical skin-surfaced feature bounded by parabolic curves, with the illumination coming from the side. In what follows we shall assume that the feature is oriented such that its centroid is near the centre of the diagram in figure 5. What this means is that if the feature is a nose, for example, then the nose points roughly to wards the observation point.
We have noted previously that if a facial feature is strongly curved, then its Gaussian map extends over a large area. If the feature is a rather flat or gentle bump or hollow on the face, then its bounding para bolic curve is weak and the feature, if plotted, would map to a relatively small area near the centre of figure 5. Because the parabolic curves are weak, the lumi nance gradient at the feature boundary is small and difficult to detect. It is also difficult to see the feature in practice; for this reason it may not be important to represent it at all in a line drawing.
If on the other hand the feature is strongly curved, its Gaussian map will be large. In consequence, its bounding parabolic curves will map towards the extremities of figure 5, so that there will be an increased likelihood of their falling in the f-region. Because the principal curvature orthogonal to the feature boundary increases rapidly with distance from the boundary, there is the possibility that the lumi nance gradient across the boundary will also be large and therefore detectable. The feature actually repre sented in figure 5 is a strong feature i.e. it is bounded by strong parabolic curves. The f-region has been generously extended and the boundary of the feature (which does not have a rim) falls wholly within it.
In figure 5 a the illumination highlight is at the extreme left of the diagram and outside the boundary. Consequently between points a and b the boundary generates a ridge in image space and between c and d it generates a valley. In between these points (from b to c from d to a) there is very little contrast across the boundary and it may be difficult in practice to detect it, even though it is bounded by a strong parabolic curve. In figure 5b the illumination source has moved so that the highlight now lies inside the map of the boundary of the object. Now both the ab and cd sections of the boundary are valleys. The sections be and da are again of low contrast and difficult to detect.
These observations suggest the following rule. If there exists on a facial feature a surface normal whose direction corresponds to the highlight on its reflec tance map, the f-region should be detected by a valley detector. If this is not the case, the f-region should be detected by the selective use of either a valley or a ridge detector; the ridge detector should be used on surfaces whose surface normal inclines towards the light source and the valley detector on surfaces which incline away from the light source. The boundary may be difficult to detect where isoluminance contours are nearly orthogonal to it.
If therefore a four-composite operator can be linked to a directional-illuminant sensor of sufficient preci sion to establish whether it falls inside or outside the Gaussian map of an object, then in principle the°h bounding surfaces of that object could be detected. Note, however, that this explanation confirms the observed result that the three-composite operator works well in a wide variety of frontal illuminants. Only when the illuminant is incident at a large angle to the viewing direction is there a need to use ridge detection. Note further that strong facial features tend to get detected by valley detectors because their Gaussian maps are large; with a large Gaussian map there is an increased chance, with a random direction of illumination, that a surface normal will exist which points towards this source. Weak parabolic curves, which tend to lie near the centre of the Gaussian map, are more likely to require ridge detection; however, the experimental evidence seems to be that both artists and machine tend to omit these weak curves in line drawings. We are currently attempting to extend the rule to reflectance maps with more than one highlight.
CONCLUSIONS
A summary has been given of experimental work performed, over the last decade, into methods of extracting binary facial features for use in deaf com munication systems. It has been found that economi cal and veridical line drawings of faces can be produced from facial images by a three-composite image operator having a sensitivity to valleys, edges and dark areas. This operator was used in the firstever conversation by two deaf people over the public switched telephone network on 15 February 1989.
In the paper the theory that gave rise to the threecomposite operator has been reviewed and extended. It has been shown that a promising basis for defining wholly skin-covered facial features is to map them onto a Gaussian sphere. The spatial extent of these features is represented on the face by either a rim or a strong parabolic curve; in practice these both tend to map into an annular region at the extremity of the Gaussian sphere, which has been called the feature region or f-region.
Conditions for being able to detect the bounding surfaces of a feature in image space have been put forward, with the area of the chin being taken as a particular example. It has been suggested that if there exists a highlight within the bounding curve of a feature, then a three-composite operator will suffice. However, when the illuminant direction forms an extreme angle with the viewing direction, a fourcomposite operator incorporating the adaptive use of a ridge detector may be necessary.
